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TheAesthetics of Hexameter Verses:
ANew Fragment onMetre in the Michigan Collection

Under a single inventory number, 6766a, in the University of Michigan collection inAnnArbor are housed
three papyrus fragments of unknown provenance which were acquired by purchase during the earlier
twentieth century. On their verso sides, characterized in the library’s inventory as “grammatical treatise”,
the fragments display passages written in bookhand. The practiced informality of this verso writing, which
may be assigned to the second century C.E.1, might first suggest that all three pieces come from the same
roll. Fr. 3 seems to stand apart distinctly, however,when one studies the threewith care.Although the visual
dissimilarities are particularly accentuated by the use of a thicker pen and by more liberal, even sloppy use
of ink in Fr. 3 (especially from line 11 on), there are differences in the formation of letters in Fr. 3 that seem
significant, particularly with respect to b, d, i, l, u, each of which in Fr. 3 is wholly, or often, written with
greater pretensions to ornamentation by means of such features as serifs.

The verso of Fr. 1 preserves parts of 10 lines in which enclitics and accents are discussed, and the verso
of Fr. 2 contains portions of 14 lines concerning diastolÆ, sunãfeia, and compound adjectives. Fr. 3,
with no surviving margins or head or foot of column but containing portions of 21 lines, focuses on metre
rather than prosody or grammar in the strict sense. In particular, thewriter discusses different configurations
of the hexameter line with special consideration given to the coincidence, or lack of coincidence, of word
endings with ends of feet. In all three fragments of 6766a, Homeric verses or phrases are cited. While
these quotations enable us to calculate the column width of Frs. 1 and 2 as approximately 38 letters, we
arrive at a figure of some 29–34 letters for Fr. 3. Lastly, the scanty remains of writing on the recto side of
the fragments2, the more extensive surface wear on the recto of Fr. 3, and especially what appears to be
the slightly greater thickness of the papyrus fabric in Fr. 3 by comparison with the other two, confirm our
conclusion that Fr. 3 comes from a different roll than that of the other two pieces.

Elsewhere I plan to present an edition of Frs. 1 and 2 together with more comprehensive remarks on
all three fragments. Since the verso of Fr. 3 adds especially to our picture of the study of Greek metrics in
Roman Egypt, I would like to explore it in a little more detail here.

Aside from common minor spelling variations, fewmistakes or orthographical peculiarities are present
in the text: Note the omission of the second p in pempÉ in line 12 and the mistaken writing of the masculine
form for the participle ¶xousai in a Homeric quotation in line 14 (the latter was corrected immediately by
the writer, it appears, but he seems to have left the same error unaltered in line 16). No accents are visible.
Iota-adscript is not written. Spaces are used to separate sentences.

P.Mich. Inv. 6766a, Fr. 3 Verso; recto: literary or documentary text II century C.E.
7.9 (ht.) × 5.4 (w.) cm

– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
1 ] . [ ca. 6 ] . [
2 ] . a . . . [ . . . ]ei . . . [
3 [ ca. 10 ]p`odaw oi```[ `]leita `[

1 The informal yet “literary” nature of the writing is very much in keeping with the general character of many
verso literary and subliterary texts. For hands showing a range of features closely comparable to the Michigan papyrus
and dated to the second century, see the very formal script of the Berlin Theaetetus Commentary, Seider, Paläographie
II, no. 40, and a more informally written fragment of Menander, Epitrepontes, Turner, GMAW 2 no. 86.

2 This recto writing consists of bits of documentary texts in Frs. 1 and 2 and of badly rubbed, largely illegible
remains of 5–6 lines in Fr. 3; the latter text looks more like a bookhand than cursive, but whether the text was
documentary or literary cannot be established.
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4 [ ca. 10 ] o`Èlom°n`[h]n` ∂ mur [¤É ca. 8 ]
5 [ ca. 8 ] . de §stin . . . . senh`r`[ ca. 8 ]
6 [ ca. 9 ]podas`t . n . ek`in [ ca. 8 ]
7 [ ca. 8 ÉI ]liÒyen me f°rvn êne`[mow KikÒnes-]
8 [si p°lasse] . [ . ] . . id`e`o`mout`h`p`ol`[ ca. 8 ]
9 [ ca. 9 ]in épart¤zo`ntew` ep . [ ca. 8 ]
10 [ ca. 9 ] Ïbriow e·neka` t∞sde [sÁ dÉ ‡sxeo]
11 [pe¤yeo dÉ ≤]me›n ka‹ ofl katå dipod`[¤an ca. 4 ]
12 [t“ dÉ êra p°]mptƒ p°mÉ épÚ nÆsou de›a` [Kalu]-
13 [c≈ ka‹ ßs]pete nËn moi MoËsai ÉOlÊm[pia]
14 [d≈matÉ ¶x]o`[[nte]]ÅuÄsai sxhmãtvn d¢ e`[ ca. 3 ]
15 [ ca. 7 ]on m°tron ı m¢n går d≈[matÉ]
16 [¶xonte]w` ka‹ •ptå ka‹ d°ka sull[ab- . . ]
17 [ ca. 7 ] `oieisin •kãterow går aÈt«[n ca. 3 ]
18 [ ca. 7 ] . w` x`≈raw disullãbouw mo[ ca. 4 ]
19 [ ca. 10 ]w` pÒdaw ¶xei ıd‹ trisk`[a¤deka]
20 [ ca. 10 ] st¤xow ka‹ •kka¤dek[a
21 [ ca. 10 ]t`es . h` . . . . . . . n . [

– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –

2 ]eitv[? 3 space after p`odaw? tai[? 6 see comm. 8 l`[ could be d; see comm. 9 space after épart¤zontew 10 #brios
pap. 11 ≤]m›n: a space follows 12 d›a, p°m<p>É 14 space after ¶x]o`[[nte]]ÅuÄsai; see comm. 15 space after m°tron 17 ] .: p or t
space after eisin 18 see comm. 19 space after ¶xei

4. Il. 1.2 7–8: Od. 9.39 10–11: Il. 1.214 12–13: Od. 5.263 13–14: Il. 2.484

P.Mich. inv. 6766a, Fr. 3

4–5. That the Homeric verse (see the discussion below) was quoted in its entirety cannot be verified;
if it was, the end of the verse should have fallen immediately, or nearly, prior to de in 5.

5. E. g. §n ≤r[vÛk“ m°trƒ].
6. Perhaps pÒdaw, tØn d¢ kin[. Following k`in the surface appears to be blank for a distance of about

11⁄2 letters before the papyrus breaks off; presumably a letter or letters have completely rubbed off here.
k¤nhsiw, k¤nhma, and kin°v may be used to refer to the inflecting of words, but how a mention of this
would fit into the context is not clear to me.
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7–8.Whether the whole verse was quoted, as I have assumed in printing the text, or precisely how it
was split between the two lines, cannot be established; if it was completely quoted, its final part would have
filled, or nearly filled, the lacuna at the beginning of 8. See the discussion below.

8.What appears on the photograph to be part of a supralinear horizontal stroke above the small lacuna
represented by [.], just below oy in line 7, is not ink but a small hole. Second half of line: E. g. ımoË tª
pol[u-, referring to a characteristic of the verse just cited.

9. épart¤zontew: See the discussion below.
Possibly •pt[ã.
13. On the Homeric verse see the discussion below.
14. It seems that the writer must have cancelled nte immediately, before proceeding any further in the

line. If that is what he did, however, it is interesting that he wrote u above the cancelled letters and then
continued with sai following them. For evidence that he later wrote the masculine form again, see 16; as
far as we can tell, he did not make the correction there.

16. [¶xonte]w`: See on 14.
sull[abãw]?
17. efis¤n?
18. x` survives only as small amounts of ink from its two right extremities. A x≈ra is the space in a

verse occupied by one foot.

Although a number of problems in understanding the Greek text remain to be solved, the nature and
the main sequence of topics discussed can, I think, be followed quite well on the basis of discussions of
hexameter verse preserved in various manuscripts and published as appendices to M. Consbruch’s 1906
Teubner edition of Hephaestion’s Encheiridion, as well as by reference to the treatise Per‹M°trvn that is
associated with the works of Plutarch. Let us examine four of themost important pieces of this background
evidence.Thefirst, fromCodexParisinus 2676 (J), is printed byConsbruch on pp. 351–352 of the “Mantissa”
section of his edition under the heading Commentarii de Hexametro, C: PERI DIAFORvN:

Diafora‹ st¤xvn efis‹n §nn°a:
1. katenÒplion tÚ ¶xon §n t“ st¤xƒ dÊo daktÊlouw ka‹ sponde›on …w §p‹ toÊtou (A 1)

m∞nin êeide, yeã, Phlhiãdev ÉAxil∞ow.
2. periodikÚn tÚ ¶xon §n ˜lƒ t“ st¤xƒ ßna dãktulon ka‹ ßna sponde›on (A 2)

oÈlom°nhn, ∂ mur¤É ÉAxaio›w êlgeÉ ¶yhken.
3. SapfikÚn tÚ ¶xon §n tª érxª ka‹ t“ t°lei sponde¤ouw, toÁw d¢ m°souw daktÊlouw (A 9)

LhtoËw ka‹ DiÚw uflÒw: ı går basil∞i xolvye¤w.
4. boukolikÚn tÚ mØ §n t“ metre›syai l∞gon efiw m°row lÒgou (K 475)

§j §pidifriãdow pumãthw flmçsi d°dento.
5. ÍpÒrruymon d¢ tÚ l∞gon efiw m°row lÒgou §n t“ metre›syai, …w §p‹ toË parÒntow ¶stin fide›n

(A 214)
Ïbriow e·neka t∞sde, sÁ dÉ ‡sxeo, pe¤yeo dÉ ≤m›n.

6. t°leion tÚ ¶xon ˜la tå m°rh toË lÒgou (X 59)
prÚw d° me tÚn dÊsthnon ¶ti fron°ontÉ §l°aire.

7. politikÚn tÚ dhm«dew katå tØn frãsin (L 680)
·ppouw d¢ janyåw •katÚn ka‹ pentÆkonta.

8. klimakvtÒn, §n ⁄ proÛ∆n aÎjei tåw sullabãw, oÂon (G 182)
Œ mãkarÉ ÉAtre¤dh moirhgen¢w ÙlbiÒdaimon.

9. §mper¤bolon tÚ ¶xon tinå t«n d°ka kathgori«n ka‹ t«n ©j peristatik«n …w tÚ (A 3)
pollåw dÉ fify¤mouw cuxåw ÖAidi pro¤acen:
¶xei går o3tow ı st¤xow posÒn, poiÒn, <oÈs¤an>, tÒpon, xrÒnon.

It may be seen that this summary list of “types” of hexameter line, together with single Homeric verses
cited to exemplify each, uses varying criteria as the basis of its definitions and is somewhat miscellaneous.
Indeed, the list reads like a compilation of leftovers preserved by scholars and students and falling short in
both scope and depth by comparison with what we imagine must have been originally a much larger and
more comprehensive body of critical discussion of this kind about various aspects of the heroic hexameter.
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Some of the bases of classification may seem to us pedantic or trivial, such as the defining of a type as a line
containing all of the parts of speech (no. 6) or as comprised of words of ever-increasing length (no. 8) or
as including words that answer a certain number of questions about the action described (no. 9). One type
(no. 7) is based on choice of diction and is thus the most subjectively defined of the group. Several types
are defined on the basis of sequence or location of dactyls and spondees or in relation to the coincidences
of feet with words. For our purposes, however, we may especially take note of those types which involve
certain relationships between boundaries of metrical feet and boundaries of words:

— The periodikÒn type (no. 2), in which the sequence of feet is dactyl-spondee-dactyl-spondee-dactyl-
spondee.An accompanying characteristic, at least in the case of the Homeric verse cited here, is that word
end falls at the end of feet 2 and 4.
— The type called here boukolikÒn (no. 4), in which boundaries between feet never coincide with

word ending.
— The ÍpÒrruymon type (no. 5), objectionable because boundaries between feet always coincide with

word end— i. e. the “opposite” of no. 4 in respect to hexameter aesthetics3.
In the discussion that follows we shall refer, for the sake of convenience, to Types 2, 4, and 5 as we

examine parallels to these diafora¤ in other manuscript passages and in the papyrus.

We turn next to two additional passages, of Late Antique or medieval origin in their present form,
which are printed in the “Mantissa” of Consbruch’s edition under the heading PERI TOMvN, sections 2
and 3, and which are attributed to Pseudo-Hephaestion:

Ps.-Heph. 27 (Consbruch, p. 353):
Xa¤rei d¢ mãlista tÚ aÈtÚ m°tron t“ sund°smƒ t«n pod«n, ˜tan katå pÒda mhd°na efiw m°row lÒgou

épart¤z˙, éllå sundedem°noi p≈w efisin éllÆloiw, …w §n t“
ÉIliÒyen <me> f°rvn ênemow KikÒnessi p°lasse (i 39).

Paraite›tai d¢ tØn katå pÒda tomÆn, …w §n t“
Ïbriow e·neka t∞sde, sÁ dÉ ‡sxeo, pe¤yeo dÉ ≤m›n (A 214):

kayÉ •kãsthn går pÒda katå m°row lÒgou épÆrtistai.
(There follows a discussion of a other undesirable type of hexameter line which are less relevant for

us here.)

Ps.-Heph. 19 (Consbruch, pp. 353–354):
KakÒmetrÒn §stin, ˘ katå pÒda µ dipod¤an µ katå per¤odon épart¤zei to›w m°resi toË lÒgou: tÚ går

kayarÚn ≤rvÛkÚn §pikÒptein y°lei tØn l°jin §n to›w m°resi t«n xvr«n êneu t«n tom«n. ¶stin oÔn
tå katå pÒda kakÒmetra (A 214)
Ïbriow e·neka t∞sde, sÁ dÉ ‡sxeo, pe¤yeo dÉ ≤m›n

katå dipod¤an d¢ (B 484 alibi)
ßspete nËn moi, MoËsai, ÉOlÊmpia d≈matÉ ¶xousai:
(Further discussion of other varieties of tÚ kakÒmetron, including spondee in the fifth foot, follows.)

Pseudo-Hephaestion 27 speaks first of essentially what we have termed Type 4. The term boukolikÒn
is not used as in the PERI DIAFORvN passage, and in fact the type is simply described according to its
special characteristics, which entail a “binding together” of the feet — the idea is stated once and then
rephrased, as if for special emphasis — because no word boundaries coincide with foot boundaries. Then,
by way of contrast and disapproval, thewriter refers briefly to our Type 5, the “opposite” of Type 4 in which
there is a tomÆ, a word break, at the end of each foot. The author’s descriptive language varies somewhat
from that of the PERI DIAFORvN account that we first encountered, but the principles, and even the
Homeric verse cited, are the same.

Pseudo-Hephaestion 19 offers a discussion of our Type 5, which is here called kakÒmetron in place of
ÍpÒrruymon, and presents two Homeric examples including Iliad 1. 214, which was cited for this purpose
also by thePERI DIAFORvN and by Pseudo-Hephaestion 27. The second Homeric citation, Iliad 2. 484, is

3 Seven of the nine diafora¤ discussed in this list appear in essentially the same form in two passages of the
Scholia to Hephaestion: See Consbruch pp. 293–294 (from his Liber IV, believed by him to derive from marginal notes
to a version of the Encheiridion) and 340–341 (from his Liber V, characterized by him as Byzantine in origin).
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said to exemplify the quality of kakÒmetron in a different, but related manner: The bad effect of the toma¤
or word breaks occurs not because they fall at the end of every foot as in our basic definition of Type 5, but
because they still break up the line katå dipod¤an. Embedded in this entry is the general remark that “pure
hexameter” (kayarÚn ≤rvÛkÒn) is characterized by word breaks that occur within the x«rai, or feet, and
without toma¤. For ease of reference, wewill refer henceforth to the katå dipod¤an variety of kakÒmetron
as Type 5-Dip.

Finally, part II of the brief work Per‹ M°trvn included in the corpus of Plutarch’s works discusses
Diafora‹ toË ≤rvÛkoË m°trou in a similar vein to the above texts. In particular, this passage includes
entries on the Type 2 (periodikÒn) and Type 5 (ÍpÒrruymon/kakÒmetron) patterns with which we are
familiar (Plutarchus, ed. G. N. Bernardakis, vol. VII , Leipzig 1896, p. 467, lines 8–9 and 16–18)4:
periodikÒn §sti dãktulow ka‹ sponde›ow, oÂon

oÈlom°nhn, ∂ mur¤É ÉAxaio›w êlgeÉ ¶yhken. (Iliad 1. 2)

ÍpÒrruymÒn §sti tÚ kayÉ ßkaston pÒda épart¤zon efiw m°row lÒgou, oÂon
Ïbriow e·neka t∞sde, sÁ dÉ ‡sxeo, pe¤yeo dÉ ≤m›n. (Iliad 1. 214)

The dry, summary quality of this type of analysis as it has come down to us in the various sources is
especially evident in this spare account, in each ofwhose entries a single Homeric line— in both instances,
one of the “standard” lines used in our other sources — serves as the example.

As noted above, in Fragment 3 the author of our Michigan papyrus discusses different word and foot
arrangements of the hexameter line. Let us return to the text of this fragment. The first kind of arrangement
that the author addresses probably concerns what we have called Type 2, the periodikÒn. The discussion
then proceeds to those arrangements of verses which aremore, or most, desirable because the boundaries of
their feet do not coincide with word boundaries. The author continues on to consider kinds of arrangement
that are undesirable because in them word boundaries repeatedly coincide with beginnings and ends of feet
or with beginnings and ends of dipod¤ai. Thus, the fragment covers (possibly) what we have called Type
2 and (definitely) what we have designated Types 4, 5, and 5-Dip.

To examine the papyrus in more detail, we may identify three successive stages in the discussion quite
precisely, with the last few lines remaining problematic. First, following a probable mention of feet in line
3, Iliad 1. 2 (oÈlom°nhn ktl.) is quoted in line 4, with continuation into line 5 if (as is probable unless it
had already been referred to) the entire verse was cited. The damage to the papyrus makes it hard to be sure
whether the author discussed the verse before or after the quotation or in both places, or what he said about
it. In any case, the passages from the PERI DIAFORvN and from the Plutarchean Per‹ m°trvn which we
examined earlier make it likely that the verse is being cited as an example of the periodikÒn arrangement,
consisting of the pattern dactyl/spondee/dactyl/spondee/dactyl/spondee. In the extant metrical literature, in
fact, the citations of this particular Homeric verse occur only in order to exemplify this particular type of
line defined according to the above criteria5.

In the second identifiable stage of the discussion, in lines 7–8 of the fragment, Odyssey 10. 39
(ÉIliÒyen me ktl.) is quoted to exemplify our Type 4 arrangement, the most praiseworthy kind because
foot boundaries never coincide with word boundaries6. Although in lines 8–9, once again, understanding

4 Several other types, some of which correspond, either in name or in actuality, to types named in the PERI
DIAFORvN passage from Parisinus 2676 discussed above, are also included.

5 In spite of the coincidence of boundaries of dipod¤ai with word boundaries in this verse, our extant sources
do not actually find fault with the “periodic” arrangement — they merely describe it as a type. Of course, since Iliad
1. 2 is composed in such a way that each dipod¤a ends with a word (oÈlom°nhn, ∂ / mur¤É ÉAxaio›w / êlgeÉ ¶yhke)
it could also be taken by us as an example of Type 5-Dip.

6 Type 4, as I have called it, does not seem to have a consistently applied label in the material of the manuscript
tradition. In the PERI DIAFORvN it is referred to as boukolikÒn, and indeed there a citation, Iliad 10. 475, is given
which is not used elsewhere to illustrate. In the other manuscript passages, the type is normally just described according
to its characteristics (for an additional passage see Eust. Il. 2. 672, which shares descriptive language with Pseudo-
Hephaestion 27 and also discourses on Type 5, and cf. Diomedes, Ars Grammatica Book III, Grammatici Latini I.
495. 27–30 and 496. 7–9).
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in detail and supplementing the lacunose Greek and filling it out present a considerable challenge, we may
note that a form of the very verb that is often used by writers about metre to refer to coincidences (or lack
thereof) between word and foot boundaries concludes the sentence in 9: épart¤zontew (this word could, of
course, be referring to the treatment of Type 5 which is about to begin near the end of the same line).

In the third stage of our author’s discussion, in lines 9–14, we are presented with three quoted Homeric
verses — all, I would argue, to exemplify a “bad” type of foot and word arrangement in hexameter, or
rather two related subtypes of such arrangement, those that we designated as Types 5 and 5-Dip. As we
saw earlier, the PERI DIAFORvN, both Pseudo-Hephaestion passages, and the Per‹ m°trvn all cite Iliad
1. 214 as their example of Type 5, ÍpÒrruymon or kakÒmetron. The verse is cited in this context in similar
discussions in other sources in the manuscript tradition7. Following the quotation of this verse in lines
10–11, the author of the papyrus extends his (presumably censuring) discussion of Type 5 by referring to
“also those (verses) katå dipod[¤an”. This provides a transition to the citation of verses exemplifying Type
5-Dip in lines 12–14.

Especially in view of the character of the discussion in the fragment, which is clearly more extended
than much of what we have in the sources preserved in manuscript, it is interesting that the author of our
papyrus gives not just one, but two examples to illustrate Type 5-Dip. Of the two, the Iliadic verse, ßspete
nËn moi ktl. (2. 484), appears in themetrical literature as one of the standard examples of this kind of fault,
but the Odyssean t“ dÉ êra p°mptƒ ktl. (5. 263) seems to be an example the use ofwhich, on the available
evidence, is peculiar to our writer alone.

To conclude our detailed look at the fragment, the sense of lines 14ff. is less easy to penetrate, but the
discussion involves numbers of syllables in verses and feet. The opening word of this section, sxhmãtvn,
suggests the focus here may also be on the configuration of verses according to the number and position of
dactyls and spondees in them8. The text appears to refer to at least two epic verses. These include, in 15–16,
the recently cited Iliad 2. 484, which is partially quoted again and which is said to have 17 syllables (this
is the case if one counts the elided alpha at the end of d≈matÉ). The next sentence, in lines 17–19, includes
the remark that “each one of them” (perhaps Odyssey 5. 263 and Iliad 2. 484) has certain characteristics,
which include x≈raw disullãbouw. If the writer is here referring to the two verses just cited, we would
like to better understand the point that is beingmade about what they have in common, as the first has three
disyllabic feet (feet 2, 4, and 6) and the second two (feet 2 and 6). The verse to which ıd¤ beginning the next
sentence (line 19) refers is uncertain. The significance of trisk[a¤deka (referring to syllables, presumably)
in 19 is also rather elusive9. Lastly, •kka¤dek[a in line 20 could refer to the total number of syllables in Iliad
2. 484 if we do not count the elided syllable referred to above.

To date only 13 Greek papyri containing explanations or analyses of metre, or said to discuss metre,
have been published.Within this group,which includes a school book and ametrical exercise that probably
comes from a school context, the variety of metres discussed as well as the manner and depth of treatment
vary enormously10. The texts range from three treatises from Roman Oxyrhynchus which preserve up
to several columns and provide in-depth discussion of lyric metres, together with quoted examples and

7 For an apparent trace of this type of analysis as early as the first century B.C.E., cf. Trypho Grammaticus Fr.
23.1, our only fragment of the author’s Per‹ m°trvn and very similar in wording to the discussion of kakÒmetron in
Pseudo-Hephaestion 19.

8 For this use of the term cf. Consbruch pp. 263–265, a section of the scholia to Hephaestion which he designates
Liber II.

9 13 is actually the number of syllables in Iliad 2. 484 counting up to the end of d≈matÉ and ignoring the elided
syllable.

10 In Pack2 see, in addition to the principal group composed of nos. 2170–2176, themetrical-rhythmical treatise no.
166 (now supplemented by P.Oxy. XXXIV 2687; cf. L. E. Rossi, Aristoxenica, Menandrea, Fragmenta Philosophica,
ed. A. Brancacci et al., Firenze 1988, 11–30), the metrical exercise no. 430 (cf. M. Haslam, ZPE 20 [1976] 55–57;
R. Cribiore, Writing, Teachers, and Students in Graeco-Roman Egypt, Atlanta 1996, 216, no. 182), the metrical
definitions (?) no. 2171, the possible treatise on the lengthening and shortening of syllables no. 2301, the school
notebook no. 2644 (metrical definitions on page III verso-page IV verso), and the possible dialogue on metrics no.
2812. The chronological spread is of these texts is wide, with three papyri from the Ptolemaic period, six from the
first through third centuries C.E., and four from the sixth and seventh centuries.
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metrical schemes written in notation, to scanty scraps which derive from various other kinds of treatises
or which contain brief, very basic definitions of common types of feet. This is a group of papyri that is
difficult to assess comprehensively. Certainly these miscellaneous papyri appear to contain no trace of the
type of analysis of hexameter verses that is represented in the manuscript passages we have examined or
in the Michigan papyrus. In fact, as chance would have it none of the 13 contains extended discussion of
the hexameter line.

We have seen that it is possible to make rather specific correlations between the fragmentary discussion
contained in the papyrus on the one hand and comments about the aesthetics of hexameters which are
provided by several sources from the manuscript tradition on the other. Although the specific types of
hexameter lines discussed in the papyrus, together with the ways in which most of the Homeric lines
are quoted as examples, bear strong similarities to the material from the manuscripts, it is most striking
that the Michigan treatise appears to have addressed the various topics in a more extended fashion than
summary definition or brief comment. Further, the fragment that we possess focuses on one specific aspect
of hexameters, the relationships between word boundaries and the boundaries of feet or dipod¤ai, and it
seems to do so in a more organized and concentrated way than the brief, rather arid nature of the diafora¤
which were current during the Byzantine period and perhaps in earlier centuries. The existing text of
Hephaestion’s Encheiridion proper — according to the Suda a distillation by its author of a work on metre
that originally comprised 48 books — does not mention the diafora¤ or the particular definitions of verse
types associated with them. The papyrus enables us to document that at least one significant category of
this material was already being discussed, and apparently being discussed in a more detailed way, in the
second century.

This time of the papyrus is the very age of Hephaestion. It is even possible that we have in theMichigan
fragment part of a longer version of his work. But whoever the author was, the papyrus has opened a
fascinating window for us. This window offers us a brief, contemporary glimpse into what must have been
a well established tradition — very likely carried on extensively by grammarians and incorporated into
education by various means since Hellenistic times — of classifying and critiquing in such specific ways
the hexameters of Homer, the author who remained themost potent symbol ofGreek paide¤a in the Roman
world.




